
Five women are talking about their engineering careers. Follow the clues to �gure out their engineering specialties.

Glasses: blue, green, orange, red, white

Name: Frances, Grace, Olivia, Patricia, Zelda

Engineering: biomedical, chemical, environmental, industrial,

software

Hobby: drawing, �shing, running, sailing, yoga

Language: Chinese, French, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish

The woman wearing White glasses is in the �rst

position.

The engineer who enjoys Fishing is located at one of

the ends.

Grace is next to the Chemical engineer.

Patricia is positioned somewhere to the right of the

woman wearing Blue glasses.

The person who enjoys Sailing also speaks Chinese.

The person wearing Red glasses is also an

Environmental engineer.

The woman with Green glasses is next to the woman

who speaks Portuguese.

The person wearing Blue glasses is situated

somewhere to the left of the person who speaks

Chinese.

The engineer who speaks Korean is located somewhere

between Patricia and the woman who speaks

Portuguese, in that order.

Olivia immediately follows the woman with Green

glasses.

Grace is standing next to the person who speaks

Spanish.

The engineer who enjoys Running is next to the

woman who speaks Portuguese.

The Biomedical engineer is right after the Software

engineer.

The person wearing Blue glasses is found somewhere

between the person who enjoys Yoga and the woman

who goes Running, in that order.

The woman wearing Green glasses is somewhere to the

left of the Biomedical engineer.

The woman in Blue glasses is positioned somewhere

between the woman who speaks French and Patricia,

in that order.

The woman with Blue glasses is somewhere to the left

of Zelda.
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Five women are talking about their engineering careers. Follow the clues to �gure out their engineering specialties.

Glasses: blue, green, orange, red, white

Name: Frances, Grace, Olivia, Patricia, Zelda

Engineering: biomedical, chemical, environmental, industrial,

software

Hobby: drawing, �shing, running, sailing, yoga

Language: Chinese, French, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish

The woman wearing White glasses is in the �rst

position.

The engineer who enjoys Fishing is located at one of

the ends.

Grace is next to the Chemical engineer.

Patricia is positioned somewhere to the right of the

woman wearing Blue glasses.

The person who enjoys Sailing also speaks Chinese.

The person wearing Red glasses is also an

Environmental engineer.

The woman with Green glasses is next to the woman

who speaks Portuguese.

The person wearing Blue glasses is situated

somewhere to the left of the person who speaks

Chinese.

The engineer who speaks Korean is located somewhere

between Patricia and the woman who speaks

Portuguese, in that order.

Olivia immediately follows the woman with Green

glasses.

Grace is standing next to the person who speaks

Spanish.

The engineer who enjoys Running is next to the

woman who speaks Portuguese.

The Biomedical engineer is right after the Software

engineer.

The person wearing Blue glasses is found somewhere

between the person who enjoys Yoga and the woman

who goes Running, in that order.

The woman wearing Green glasses is somewhere to the

left of the Biomedical engineer.

The woman in Blue glasses is positioned somewhere

between the woman who speaks French and Patricia,

in that order.

The woman with Blue glasses is somewhere to the left

of Zelda.
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Glasses whi�� bl�� ��d gr��n orange

Name Grace Frances Patricia Zelda Olivia

Engineering industri�� c��mic�� environ��nt�� softwa�� bio��dic��

Hobby yoga drawing sa��ing running ��shing

Language F��nch Spanish Chi���� Ko��an Portug����
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